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Abstract 
Firstly, in this article, we expound the theory of the educational games and multiple intelligence and analyze the 
relationship between them. Then, further, we elaborate educational games’ effect on the development of students’ 
multiple intelligence, taking logic-mathematics intelligence for example. Also, we discuss the strategies of using 
educational games to improve students’ intelligence. In a word, we can use the computer games to develop the 
students’ multi-intelligence. 
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The theory of multi-intelligence is a new international education theory that has a huge impact on 
educational reform and development around the world since 1980s. Meanwhile, as the rapid development 
of computer games market, the opportunities for students to expose to computer games are having been 
more and students’ obsessive degree for computer is having been higher also. In order to make computer 
games be more educational, many experts and game designers have done a lot to combine education and 
games, and they have designed and developed a large number of educational games already. Guided by 
the theory of the multiple intelligence, we analyze some strategies of full developing students’ multiple 
intelligence using educational games. 
1   The Theory of Educational Games and Multiple Intelligence 
Computer games originated in the west. The U.S. Brookhaven National Laboratory launched the first 
game, Tennis for Two, in 1958. From that time, Europe, the United States and Japan have developed a 
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large number of games, using electronic technology, computer technology and the network technology. 
The name of educational game comes from the United States in 1980s. Now, in china, the research of 
education games has also begun to break the ice. The "Educational Games Industry Memoir" provided by 
the market laboratory of the journal, and "the Chinese Distance learning", defined the educational game 
as the computer game software which has certain pedagogical meaning, can raise the game user's 
knowledge, skill, intelligence, emotion, manner, the value. But, this definition is not approved completely. 
The theory of multiple intelligence was put forward by Howard Gardner, the famous American 
psychologist of Harvard University, in his book "the intelligence structure” in 1983. In this theory, the 
human thinking and the understanding way are pluralistic. It contains nine kinds of intelligence which are 
Language-characters intelligence, logic-mathematics intelligence, music intelligence, optesthesia-space 
intelligence, body motion intelligence, oneself cognition intelligence, human relation intelligence, natural 
observation intelligence and existence intelligence. 
2   The effect of Educational Games for the Development of Students’ Logic-Mathematics 
Intelligence 
A batch of single-alone edition subject educational game software and game study platform has come 
to the fore over the past few years in our country, such as, "the students’ wisdom world " which was 
produced by Kelihua company as one of the earliest domestic games applied to study, "learning from Lei 
Feng " which has been known as the best educational network game in the whole nation, "the China hero 
pedigree" showing history heroes, "grain strength " showing the humanitarianism, and so on. Meanwhile, 
a lot of small educational games that are manufactured with flash have received students' favor, the 
character of which is combining game with educational content naturally. For example, “The Starlit Sky 
Education” (http://edu.xj.vnet.cn) is one of the comparatively successful examples. It has provided school 
edition and family edition, and every edition has all contained series of small games made with flash, 
which have integrated some related knowledge. Game school (http://www.uc520.com.tw). 
Different kinds of educational games have different effects. Competitive games, such as chess, poker 
puzzle games, can develop students’ intelligence and take the student's reaction ability to exercise. The 
role games and simulation games which have realistic images and complex circumstance more like 
movies, can make the students gain interactive experience, avoid their delight losing in a boring 
classroom, and help them to seek the fun of learning. Educational games have a positive effect on 
students’ intelligence development. Then, we analyze the effect of educational games for students’ logic-
mathematics intelligence development. 
2.1   Students Can Study When Playing Games 
Students can learn lots of knowledge when playing games. The game “learning from Lei Feng” 
developed by ShengDa company is the first educational online game, the design idea of which is that 
education is of equal importance with entertainment, and students will be educated to do good things in 
the process of playing the game. Series of small Olympic games in Starlit Sky allows students to 
understand the rules of Olympic games competitions, to master the play skill, and to have the fully 
experience. World navigation knowledge, world geography and economy knowledge in Netease games, 
"Fantasy Westward Journey," "Voyage" are very helpful for students. In the game, in a relatively relaxed 
environment, the students can have a proactive learning and build-up knowledge. The game, "Fantasy 
Westward Journey", adopts the way of approaching questions, which are different from the pattern of 
beating the monster and making a mission. Many students playing the “Fantasy Westward Journey” know 
that in order to upgrade, you must know more about Chinese history and world geography. 
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2.2   Educational Games May Help Students Improve the Problem-solving Abilities and the Observation 
Abilities in Depth 
The process of playing games is actually a constant observation and problem-solving process. In a 
number of excellent educational games, they set the problem situation at the beginning. Then, the games 
stimulate students’ motivation to solve the problems. They also provide large amount of resources for 
solving problems at the same time. Thus, students can form the habits of observing, analyzing and solving 
problems in depth unconsciously. They can also exercise students’ logical reasoning ability. In the game 
“Simulate Life”, there is such a simulated circumstance: two companies sell similar goods at the 
competition. The student can play the role of a sales manager of anyone company. According to their 
company's storage capacity and market conditions simulated by computer, they make a variety of 
marketing decisions. These decisions will affect the market. The people who make the biggest profit will 
come to the final victory. Computer game is a shortcut leading to the computer world. Students will also 
learn the appropriate computer knowledge while playing games. In this process, students’ computer 
technology can be improved. 
2.3   Educational Games Can Develop Students' Creative Abilitys 
Creation that has two forms is a kind of activity or process to create a unique and valuable product, one 
of which is invention, the other discovery. Invention is to make new things; discovery is to identify 
objects and laws which already exist but have not yet been understood. "Crayon physics" is a puzzle 
game based on two-dimensional physics engine, which designed by Petri Purho who is 26-year-old 
coming from Finland. In this game, the most important mission for students is not to acquire knowledge, 
but to create and to use new knowledge with high imagination, which is the most important task students 
need to do now. Many young students have been inspired by the myth of the network undertaking and the 
story of network equality. The importance of knowledge and creativity has taken root more and more 
deeply in most students’ heart. The network causes young students' idea to have the revolutionary 
transformation. Some abilities have been greatly improved, such as creative thinking and innovation 
ability. 
3   The Strategies of Using Educational Games to Promote Students’ Logic-Mathematics 
Intelligence Development 
A well-made game itself is the object worth being studied. Students can be trained up, in the aspect of 
intelligence, skill and flexibility and so on. And they can learn the books’ content in the educational 
software while playing game. We should pay attention to the following problems if we want students to 
development their logic-mathematics intelligence. 
3.1   Make Some Changes in the Game Content 
At present, many domestic games have made a lot of active attempts in this area. For example, 
Netease's "Fantasy Westward Journey" added a large number of Chinese history elements among the 
game. It has changed the simple pursuit of high equipment level into another trend. If I can answer the 
questions faster than you, I am smarter than you, and I know more knowledge of Chinese cultural history 
and world geography than you. This game is much helpful for the students to learn the world maritime, 
world geography and economy knowledge. 
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3.2   Questions and Checkpoints Should be More Adopted  
The designers of the educational games can learn from the "Fantasy Westward Journey" and other 
classic games’ design method. They changed the pattern of doing single tasks into the approach of taking 
an active questions, and provide a lot of knowledge to the learners. Many people who played the "Fantasy 
Westward Journey" know that they need to have enough knowledge of world geography and history to 
answer questions if they want to upgrade faster. And every checkpoint is like a special case. In fact, 
students are studying the knowledge while playing the educational games. Every game has its established 
procedure. They can not enter the next hurdle if not pass the first one. Therefore, you must constantly 
consider how to maintain and develop yourself as much as possible. In this process, students will form the 
habits of analyzing and solving problems, unconsciously and gradually. So, the students’ logical 
reasoning ability takes exercise. 
4   Conclusion 
Guided by the theory of the multi-intelligence, the article analyzes the theory of the educational games 
and the relationship between educational games and multiple intelligence. Then, it elaborates educational 
games’ effect on the development of students’ logic–mathematics multiple intelligence. And, it elaborates 
the strategies of developing students’ intelligence using educational games. In a word, we can use the 
educational games to develop the students’ logic-mathematical multiple intelligence. 
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